though not mentioned in the manuals, experience (munarasa) is understood to be vital. The transition from madrasa-trained scholar to trial judge was predicated on a learning of the professional ropes. Together with the varieties of local knowledge, including current ‘urf, and the possibilities of extracourtroom procedure, experience was a further ingredient for successful in-court judging.

Many judges learned this aspect of their profession by beginning their careers as court secretaries, others by frequenting court sessions conducted by their fathers or relatives. Al-Shawkani had had neither sort of preliminary exposure when he was abruptly called and persuaded to take on the judgeship in early-nineteenth-century San’a’. He writes (A.H. 1348, 1:464) that he was immediately deluged by cases and that “the intellect worked hard, the mind troubled greatly.” This was especially so, he says, because “I did not know the procedural usages (umur al-isilalabiyat) in these matters. I had not ever been present with a judge in a lawsuit, and I had not even attended the litigation sessions of my father.” The leading scholar of the era considered himself a novice when faced with the demands of the judgeship. His life of studying, teaching, and issuing fatwas, and his deliberate avoidance of public life, had left him uninformed about the world of the court. He felt a strong contrast between his predicament and the record of his predecessor in the past, the noted scholar and judge of the late eighteenth century, Yahya b. Salih al-Sahlī. Al-Shawkani admires the exceptional precision of al-Sahlī’s opinions, which he attributes not to his predecessor’s excellent scholarly credentials but rather to his lengthy and comprehensive practical experience (ikhṭār, munarasa).

For judges as for ruling imams, the basic public muwajah, the open court encounter, implicitly required the acquisition of a spectrum of informal knowledges. As indicated in this chapter, there were both significant twentieth-century modifications of this system, from shifts in the administrative styles of imamic officials to the introduction of prosecution institutions and commercial courts under the republic, and important continuities, including some persistence of claimant receptions at private residences even after courtrooms were built and the guarantee of the right of complaint by shakwa in the republican constitution. A further assessment of changes and continuities in the shari’a courts, however, must take account of innovations introduced in the Ottoman period.

The twentieth century opened in Yemen with a judgeship recently modified in accord with Ottoman reforms. Behind the simple character of the 1916 Ottoman personnel list lies a template for a new way of thinking about the nature of the shari’a court. Although the more sweeping changes represented by the new Nizamiyya courts established in the central provinces of the empire were not instituted in the highlands, there were some significant innovations. A modicum of “order” (nizam), on a scale reduced and adapted for the special circumstances of Ottoman rule in Yemen, was introduced into local judicial affairs, as it had been in the closely associated sphere of instruction. Like Ottoman schools, much of this new system would apparently be undone by Imam Yahya, only to reappear in the institutional reforms of the republic.

Undramatic though they may now appear, the innovations signaled in the personnel list were elements of a comprehensive reformulation of the judicial process, and beyond, as in the case of instruction, of the state itself. The list embodies selected bits and pieces of a much larger Ottoman bureaucratic scheme for a justice system, one roughly analo-
gous in scope and detail to the legislation for judicial organization enacted in Yemen in 1979.4 The 1916 Ibb court staff were implementing a style of bureaucratic behavior radically different from that of the patrimonial imamic state, one that would only begin to be fully elaborated conceptually and enacted in practice with the wave of legislation and accompanying generation of complex new state organs in the 1970s.

The most revolutionary qualities of the list are the routine elements and orderly features that make it, now for us, so mundanely cognizable as a segment of a typical bureaucracy. State employees are deployed in categories and grades of positions, each with specific duties and salaries. This last feature, fixed state salaries, had only been successfully instituted for the Ottoman judiciary in the latter half of the nineteenth century. Salaries replaced a much-abused practice of court fees, collected by judges directly from those who appeared before them.5 The theoretical reorientation of the source of judicial income, away from individuals and to the state, is an important measure of an intended shift in the definition of state control and responsibility. In contrast to an old mode of income generation and expenditure entirely within the loop of particular organizational segments, through fees and other sorts of revenues collected and then disbursed internally, the state would come to mediate in these transactions. Under the Republic, this would occur by means of budgets, accounts, and salary disbursement managed by the Central Bank.6

Like Ottoman students separated into classes, and soldiers mobilized in their units,7 local court functionaries were organized in ranked grades—head secretary, second, third, and so forth—in accord with a preexisting bureaucratic plan laid out in rationalized and abstract detail. Yemeni legislation would eventually conceive of bureaucratic employment in similar terms, according not only to set salary levels but also to requirements concerning age, educational attainment (with associated examinations and attestations), procedures for appointment, trial periods and inspections by superiors, rules about time in service and seniority, eligibility for promotion, transfer and retirement, and an array of position-specific duties. Bureaucratic work would become internally differentiated and specialized, increasingly organized and routinized.

With the transition, accelerated since the Revolution, from an agrarian to a commercially oriented state, the peak and slack annual work rhythms of the remaining old harvest-focused administrations (Endowments, Government Properties, and Tithe offices) now stand in sharp contrast to the regular, year-round activity pattern of the new offices such as the Central Bank and the Tax Office. Sons following fathers in their positions, and dense linkages of kinship and marriage characteristic of the old offices8 are beginning to give way to a more achievement-oriented division of administrative labor. This, in turn, dovetails with the increasingly specialized advanced instruction of the contemporary educational system. Government of the household disman, with men seated together on floor cushions before slant-topped writing desks, has been transformed into government of the public office building, with its separating walls, doors, and desks, and windows raised up to match the move from the floor to chairs. The all-purpose craftsmen secretary (kaith, lit. “writer”) has given way to a panoply of titled functionaries with specific job descriptions. In the shift from a patrimonial to a bureaucratic state, initiated in Yemen by the Ottomans and then recommenced under the Republic, the old haiba of the person is dissolving into the alienated haiba of form.

The head judge for the district in 1916 was Muhammad Nuri, an Ottoman Syrian, while all the subordinate (and lesser paid) court positions were filled by men from the town and region.9 At least two of the local men, one of the al-`Ansis and a man named Muhammad al-Yunis, received instruction in the Ottoman Majalla, the codified version of the official Hanafi school of jurisprudence discussed in chapter 3. It was the Majalla, its substantive provisions little different from the Shafi’i school, that was applied in the Ibb court. As one product of the struggle between the Ottomans and Imam Yahya, the court configuration in Ibb was distinctly different from that which obtained in the Upper Yemen of the era. As Point Six of the Treaty of Da`an, signed with the imam in 1911,10 the “government,” as it is referred to, had confirmed its right to “appoint non-Yemeni shari’a judges in regions [such as Ibb] where the population follows the Shafi’i or Hanafi school (madhab).”11

In his original negotiating position of 1906, however, the imam had not only demanded that “judgments be in conformity with the shari’a,” but also sought complete control of all judicial appointments.12 At Da`an, which was intended, as al-Was’i says, to settle the affairs of those districts under the administration of the state (i.e., the Ottoman province of Yemen) but residing in by Zaidis, the first point agreed to is that “the imam will nominate judges of the Zaidi school, [then] inform the provincial administration, which will [in turn] inform Istanbul for
the confirmation of this nomination by the Judicial Office.” In addition to dividing up the appointment of judges according to spheres of influence, the treaty provides (Point Seven) for the creation of “mixed courts” with “Shafi’i and Zaidi judges” to handle claims of “mixed schools.”

The 1916 court personnel list reveals a further distinguishing characteristic of Ottoman judicial organization: the position of the “judgment witness.” According to the old Shafi’i manuals, both Shafi’i and Zaidi, the judgeship is conceived of as a single position, while Ottoman courts in Yemen typically comprised a presiding judge and court “members” or “judgment witnesses.” This innovation was eliminated in Ibb with the return of Zaidi rule in 1919, but reappeared after 1962 under the Republic. In the judicial reorganization of 1972, judge Ahmad al-Haddad was moved from the Ibb district judgeship to become presiding judge of the new Second Court of Ibb Province, constituted in the Ottoman style with four court “members” and three secretaries. When a sort of庭 of a panel of judges “giving judgment by agreement or a majority view” was introduced in the nearby Sultanate of Lahj (by means of a 1949 Code adapted from the Egyptian Code of 1931), it proved very controversial.

Within the Ibb district in the Ottoman period there was also a hierarchy of judges, represented by the two subordinate “deputy judges” (na’ibs) responsible for the subdistricts of Jibla and al-Makhdair. This judicial scheme was paralleled by that of the general Ottoman district administration, which was headed by a district officer (qu’imamagan) with subordinate subdistrict officers (muwatt) for Jibla and al-Makhdair. Earlier in the nineteenth century, al-Shawkani, like his late-eighteenth-century predecessor al-Sahuli, had been designated qadi al-qudat, literally “judge of the judges,” but this was more an honorific than it was an expression of an elaborated judicial hierarchy. Noted scholars of the early twentieth century, such as ’Abd Allah al-Yamani (d. 1931) and Husayn al-Amri (d. 1942), were referred to as Qadi al-Qudat and Shaykh al-Islam.

The Ottomans also introduced the concept of appeal (ta’um), which is also unknown to the manuals. Above the district level there was an Ottoman appeals court (known as majlis al-tadqiqat) located in the capital, San’ā. It originally had an Ottoman presiding judge and Yemeni associate judges, replicating the local pattern in Ibb. From San’ā appeals could be taken to the Sublime Porte in Istanbul. Appeal became deeply grafted onto Yemeni practice as a direct consequence of Points

Two and Three of the Treaty of Da’ān. These provide for an appeals court (mahkama isti’tafa), to be located in San’ā and staffed by a head judge and associate judges—all to be nominated by the imam and confirmed by the government. The imamic appeals courts have a somewhat complicated subsequent history, involving a Ta’izz-based and sometimes more Shafi’i-oriented second branch. Soon after he took control of Lower Yemen from the Ottomans, Imam Yahya appointed ’Abd al-Rahman al-Haddad, the noted Shafi’i scholar from Ibb, to head the appeals court in Ta’izz. Imam Yahya’s son Ahmad, whose governorate seat and then capital as imam was in Ta’izz, operated with a branch (sha’ba) there and another in San’ā.

Prior to the Ottoman period, however, there were neither multiple judges (in a single court) nor formal possibilities for appeal. The first of these innovations—the Christian Trinity when viewed from the Muslim theological perspective—violated the essential oneness of the judicial presence, fracturing the unitary quality of the judge’s face and voice in the mawjudah encounter. The second, the possibility of appeal, undercuts the sanctity and finality of the judge’s word, opening the door to continuing reinterpretation of decisions.

Problematic changes also occurred in the area of judicial writing. In Ottoman courts, judgment documents (hukm, pl. akham) were radically shortened. The typical Yemeni style of judgment, spoken of as being “long and wide” (tawil wa‘ arid), is apt to be a very lengthy (but quite narrow) rolled scroll made by joining together pieces of document paper. The separate parts in a judgment document are, from top to bottom, the claim and response (da‘ wa wa yajba), the evidence section (haywayit), the summary (khulasa), and the ruling (jazm). One feature of the preparation of such documents is distinctive: the first three sections usually were copied out by a court secretary, but the final ruling section, usually amounting to only a few lines, had to be in the handwriting of the judge himself, followed by his signature. Before copies of judgments are handed over to the two sides in a case, or before a judgment such as an execution is carried out, the text is “dictated” to the parties by the judge.

In such documents it was the evidence section that could balloon out of proportion in an effort to record all the verbatim testimony and quote from all the relevant documents. The Ottoman strategy was to shorten claims and counterclaims, often through word-repeating and condensing, and to record only a summary of the relevant evidence in the final document. It was a strategy, however, that violated the essential
purity of original words. The resistance to it might be understood as a very minor version of the sort of outrage felt (in the 1940s) at the rumor that adversaries had shortened the Quran (al-Maqbuli 1966: 67–68). During my residence in Ibb in 1980, an Egyptian advisor attached to the local courts was once again endeavoring to introduce a similar reform: to reduce judgments “long and wide” to fit the single-page format of new court registers.

IMAMIC JUDGES

According to the earliest Muslim sources, the Prophet’s initial representatives to Yemen were sent as “judges.” Thus ‘Ali, later the fourth caliph, is reported to have said, “The Prophet of God, May God’s Peace be upon Him, dispatched me to Yemen as a judge.” At the departure of Mu‘adh bin Jabal, an exchange is supposed to have occurred in which the Prophet asked his emissary the famous question “On what basis will you judge?” Although the judgeship of the time had yet to be differentiated and elaborated in the manner of the later manuals of jurisprudence, the appointment of judges in the provinces was a continuing theme in the exercise of authority.

After the departure of the Ottomans, Ibb judges of the twelfth-century imamate, appointed by Imams Yahya and Ahmad in the period 1919 to 1962, were predominately Zaidis from Upper Yemen. That this aspect of control of Lower Yemen was a political issue during Zaidi rule is indicated by the line of questions posed to Ibb governor Isma‘il Basalama by the Syrian traveler al-Azm. Judges were appointed to district and subdistrict posts until 1946, when Ibb was made a full province, formed from districts taken from the older provinces of Ta‘izz and Dhamar, at which time a judgeship of the province was added. There was also a fourth local judgeship (known as hakim al-maqam, lit. “judge of the seat”) attached to the district officer and, later, the governor.

The major exception to postings of northerners was a series of judges appointed from the important al-Iryani ‘qadi’ family, whose ancestral home, Iryan, was located precisely at the meeting point of Shafi‘i and Zaidi regions near the Sumara Pass. One contemporary member of the family described the family’s posture as a composite: Shafi‘i in ritual matters and Zaidi in jurisprudence. Yahya b. Muhammad al-Iryani was a distinguished scholar and Ibb district judge from 1919 [1337] to 1927 [1345]. To this extent Governor Basalama was accurate in his response to his questioner that there were local men in the judgements. After the Ibb post, Iryani retired briefly to his native Iryan to teach and give fatwas, but in 1930 he was appointed an associate judge of the appeal court in San‘a’, and later became the presiding judge of the first branch. He was a “second generation” student of al-Shawkani, since one of his teachers was the very distinguished al-Amri, the first Yemeni presiding judge of the appeal court. Iryani was, in turn, the teacher of a number of men in Ibb during his tenure in the local judicature, including the future multi and Ibb judge Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Haddad. In addition to his accomplishments as a jurist, al-Iryani was a hafiz, one of those in his era who had memorized the entire Quran, and he is also noted for his poetry, some of which al-Akwa‘ (1980:300) characterizes as “nationalist.” An independent and at times critical posture enabled the Iryani to be among those intellectuals who were able to hold important positions under the imams and still make a smooth transition into leadership in the republican period. Two of Yahya b. Muhammad’s sons, ‘Abd al-Rahman b. Yahya and Muhammad b. Yahya, both of whom had been judges in the greater Ibb region in the imamic period, were to become, respectively, president of the Republic (1967–1974) and presiding judge of the appeal court. Other Iryanis also served in Ibb both before and after 1962.

According to the old administrative philosophy in Yemen, neither judges nor governors should be posted in their native districts. While it was normal for Zaidi to be sent anywhere in the imam’s domain, Shafi‘i under imamic rule could, at most, expect positions in Lower Yemen. Ahmad Muhammad al-Haddad’s posting to the rural subdistrict of al-Mudhaykhira west of Ibb town fit this pattern. His post-Revolution appointment to the judgeship of the Ibb district, however, went directly against the old imamic practice. The only significant local exception to the rule during the imamic period involved the special case of the Ibb governor, Isma‘il Basalama, who became district officer in the waning Ottoman years and retained the position under Imam Yahya. Following this single exception, however, all subsequent Zaidi-period governors were northerners.

Lengthy postings could lead to permanent settling in the place of jurisdiction. Some judges, like others posted to Ibb during the earlier centuries of Zaidi rule, contracted local marriages for themselves and members of their family and acquired property, both of which entailed a continuing local rootedness. Others, however, remained somewhat aloof from Ibb society, living, for example, in rented houses for the
duration of their tenures. Among the governors, al-Abbas and Sayf al-Islam al-Hassan resided in the government seat, whereas al-Sayyidh married a number of local women and built a four-house compound as part of his wholesale transfer of residence to Ibn.

Despite some important exceptions in practice, there was in the imamic period a decided value placed upon the nonremoval of appointed officials who conducted themselves properly, which often led to lengthy tenures in the principal judicial posts. A number of Ibn judges actually died in office or shortly after retirement. According to the manuals, an imam’s recognized capacity to remove or retire (azf) judges is in fact meant to be limited. “The imam can remove a judge,” al-Nawawi writes, “who has manifested a fault, or in the absence [of a fault], one who is better than he is, or is equivalent to him when his removal serves the general interest, such as in quelling sedition (fitna).” After making this association between judges and fitna, al-Nawawi concludes with the sort of extremely concise, and weighty, turnaround phrases common in the manuals: wa-illa fa-la, literally “otherwise no.” That is, the imam can remove a judge for the stated reasons, but otherwise must not. Proper or not, an order for removal should be implemented in any case, al-Nawawi continues. But a judge is not automatically retired or removed upon the death of the appointing imam.

In Yemen the preference for long postings is perhaps clearer with respect to Zaidi governors: the four who served in Ibn all remained in office about ten years. The Zaidi ideal was in marked contrast to the rule under the Ottomans, who (prior to Isma’il Basalama in the final years) changed Ibn qa'imqams every two years. Under the Republic, the turnover of local governors has been even more rapid than under the Ottomans. The (twentieth-century) Zaidi value placed on the nonremoval of officials as a hallmark of sound government is reflected in the treatment by the historian al-Wasi‘i of two contrasting imams of an earlier era, one considered exemplary, the other disastrous. Thus Imam al-Mutawakkil Ahmad (d. 1815 [1231]) and “those before him” were noted for their practice of “appointing ministers of state (awzirs) and not retiring them until they were overtaken by death.” As a result, “a minister attended to the affairs of state and the benefit of the people instead of looking to his own interests.” The opposite was true of the succeeding imam, al-Mahdi ‘Abd Allah (d. 1850 [1267]), under whose chaotic rule (the “days of corruption” in Ibn) there were constant changes of officials. Each as a consequence “looked to his own interests rather than to those of the state” and “sought to amass wealth by any means possible.” In the process, the state “got weaker every day.” In the Ottoman Empire, the issue of the length of judicial tenure had once been viewed in a similar light. Originally held in perpetuity, judgeships in the empire were reduced to one-year tenures by the beginning of the eighteenth century. For Ottoman critics of that era such “frequent changings of office were seen to be the prime factor in the deterioration of the Ottoman judicial system and a cause of widespread corruption.” In Yemen, the long tenures valued by the imams would become, for the nationalist opposition, one of the policies indicative of corrupt rule. What had been appreciated as integral to a constancy and effectiveness of administration came to be seen as leading inevitably to the compromising of judges allowed to stay too long in one place.

It has been suggested that in contrast to an “impersonal” style of justice found in the West, Muslim justice was characterized by its “intimacy.” In patrimonially organized imamic Yemen, the local variety of judicial intimacy was just one expression of a highly personalized style of official life. The judiciary was not specialized: judges simply had more of the same training that governors and other educated individuals had received. Under the imams, the courts showed only the earliest signs of a specialization that would lead to such jurisdictions as a traffic court under the Republic. Intimacy was augmented by lengthy tenures: substantial time in a locale made it possible to acquire the sort of detailed background and awareness for knowing interchanges.

This sort of judicial identity was based on other related features: the unity of quality of the judicial presence, the open accessibility of the muwajaha encounter, the personal-residence setting for court, and the immediacy and (ideal) responsiveness of the process. By contrast, the sorts of changes introduced, first under the Ottomans and later under the Republic, all pointed in an “impersonal” direction: short tenures in office, limited dependence on local knowledge, plural judgeships and multivoiced majority rulings, a physical shift from open-air entrance-ways and residence sitting rooms to specialized public courtroom spaces, strict controls on access to the judge, and the elaboration of time-consuming procedural steps. More narrowly specialized in their training, competency, and assigned jurisdictions, judicial personnel also became more interchangeable. In an emergent new perspective, the goal of impartiality was associated with impersonality, which was based on the primacy of the role rather than on the old primacy of the person.
CRITICAL TEXTS

Despite several administrative reshufflings, court reform did not get firmly under way in the Republic until the important legislation of 1979 (see chapter 3). In the 1960s, while the civil war raged in the northern highlands, unresolved legal disputes were piling up in Ibb. The response, as the appointment letter translated below demonstrates, was both old and new: the appointment of highly respected, shari'a-educated men to constitute a special “committee,” or joint court, to handle difficult cases. In the absence of the requisite legislation, which was more than a decade away, the substance and tone of the letter are distinctly reminiscent of appointment letters for judges in the imamic era. Mentions of ministry authority, legislated (qanun) law, and the republican government intertwine with a litany of older concerns about abuse and injustice.

Yemen Arab Republic
Ministry of Justice
Office of Judicial Inspection

Date: 16-6-[19]67 A.D.
Equiv.: 7-3-[13]87 A.H.

In the Name of God, Merciful and Compassionate

In view of the heavy work load of the Court of Ibb Province, and the stalling of cases in it, and the numerous complaints (shahada) received from the citizens at the Ministry of Justice, it has been decided to appoint the learned qadi 'Abd al-Hafiz al-Ghazzali, Muhammad bin Yahya al-Haddad and Muhammad Najib al-Wahhab [to establish themselves in the provincial governorate] with their joint task being to settle cases concerning property, homicide, honor, and the “rights of God,” and to protect ordinary people from losses and tyranny, and to treat disputants equally, and relieve the oppressed from his oppressor by means of the truth, and give succor to the troubled, and protect the lofty position occupied by adjudication, with consciousness of the great responsibility pertaining to it. And to avoid corruption, and apply that which is set down in the Book of God Almighty, and that which is found in the correct and clear Sunna—and that which has been decided by the Ministry of Justice as rulings of legislated shari'a and qanun law based on the Book of God and on the Sunna of the Prophet of God. And to order that which is right and to prohibit dangerous wrongs. And strengthen the community, and guide the ordinary people, and instruct all the people in their responsibilities to God and to the government of the Yemen Arab Republic, as concerns obedience and compliance. And

promote relations of goodwill and brotherliness and concord among the citizens, and generalize justice and case for the population. And provide for the Shari'a of Muhammad its rightful place, as established by God Almighty (may the Prophet be blessed). And avoid any obstruction of access for the weak and the oppressed and the troubled, and forbid those who would profit, and unscrupulous legal representatives, and those of corrupt motives from gathering at the court to prey upon people.

The ministry has confidence that the aforementioned men will carry out their responsibilities with fidelity and good faith as is in accord with their characters.

It is understood that the provincial government has its own administrative responsibilities. The appointees are required to observe these and work within them. As it sees fit, the Ministry will transfer cases that have proved difficult to settle for the judges of the subdistricts and districts. The hope is that the court will undertake its duties in the most resolute way, and God is responsible for causing all to undertake what is required toward the shari'a of God and toward the community. Please accept our wishes for good luck and success.

'Ali Nu'man
(signature and seal)
Deputy Minister, Ministry of Justice

An entirely different register of critique is represented by publicly performed skits, such as “Education in the Old Days,” which opens chapter 5. The following translation is of a skit written by the local master of the art, a primary-school principal named Muhammad Zain al-'Awdi, who was mentioned earlier as the Ibb orphan who studied Zaidi jurisprudence on an imamic government stipend. An active and imaginative man, al-'Awdi has written numerous skits that go back to the early days of the Revolution. As a teacher he was instrumental in introducing curriculum reforms into new post-Revolution Ibb schools.

Skits are always newly created for particular events, which become the occasions for their only performance. The event for this skit was the first anniversary of the 1974 Correction Movement initiated by Ibrahim al-Handi, then the Yemeni head of state. Just as the skit presented earlier is reminiscent of the famous account of the Quranic schoolmaster in the memoirs of Egyptian writer Taha Hussein (1981), so this skit recalls Tawfiq al-Hakim's novel The Maze of Justice (1989), which concerns a prosecutor in a rural district. As in the novel, the skit's critique is biting but humorous, referring to specific and well-known corrupt practices in Yemeni shari'a courts. Although the title refers to
pre-1974 circumstances, the Jewish characters of Scene Two place the objectionable behaviors (by Muslims) farther back in time. A blunt concluding narration, however, assures that the contemporary relevance of the message is not lost.

"The Courts Before the Correction Movement"

Scene One: The judge seated on floor cushions with qat before him and his mouth full. The water pipe mouthpiece is in his left hand as he smokes; his right hand rests on his upright knee. Soldiers are to his right and left.

[Two men enter.]

—one of them]: Greetings sir, my brother here and I each have half of a piece of land and between us there is a boundary marker. Yesterday my brother here displaced the boundary marker from its rightful position and moved it a foot into my property.

—one of them]: Don’t believe him, sir, the only one who moved anything was him, he took a foot of my property.

—we can pledge, me and you, fifty-fifty, to have the Judge come out to measure what’s mine and what’s yours and find the extra foot.

—Perfect, that’s it, the Judge will come out and God’s will be done. When will you come, sir?

—[Judge]: Tomorrow, God willing.

—God willing. [They leave, and soon they encounter a mutual friend from the village.]

—Hey, what have you two been doing?

—one of them]: We have asked the Judge to come between us and measure and give a judgment, with his expenses divided equally between us.

—we get hold of yourselves, the way (to your place) is by the foot, and each foot is two Riyals. You’re going to waste two thousand. You’re crazy and that’s all.

—it doesn’t matter if we waste money, Better than being wronged.

—Hey, listen, you would be much happier if you agreed to settle between yourselves for nothing and avoid the expenses.

—How’s that?

—I’ll go out and take a look at the original place of the boundary marker and its place now, and we’ll divide the foot in half. You should act as brothers, whereas sharis [proceedings] only create among you enemies and killing.

—That’s good advice, and God is our advisor.

—So, okay, go back to the Judge and tell him, “We have settled, so there is no reason any more for your coming.”

—Let’s go, brother!

[Before the Judge]

—one of them]: Sir, we have agreed and settled, so you don’t have to come out.

—who settled the matter for you?

—Someone from our village.

—who is this evil one, son of an evil one, who would involve himself in the Sharia of God?!

—Ah . . . ah . . ., we settled for ourselves, sir. So you won’t have to come.

—it’s not so easy. They say don’t come—but the heart has already traveled. Muhammad, saddle the mule!

—There is no power and no strength in God! [They leave, forlorn.]

—[Their friend]: So what happened, did you convince the Judge or not?

—No.

—Why not?

—Because he said “the heart” had already traveled.

—Go back to him and give him fifty Riyals, and tell him this is the fee for the heart.

—[Returning to the Judge] Sir, here’s fifty Riyals fee for the heart, so you won’t come.

—[Judge]: And fifty Riyals fee of the soldiers.

—Here’s fifty Riyals for the soldiers.

—And fifty Riyals for the fee of the mule.

—What, even the mule’s heart traveled?

—Yes, and fifty Riyals fee for the assistants.

—Why, this is too much, how do the functionaries get dragged in? Only cursed ones would have to pay into government hands just for the adjusting of turban coils.

—Pay, and I don’t ever want to see you again.
Scene Two

—[Advocate]: Sir, yesterday Salim Hayyim died.

—[Judge]: Who’s that, the one who works in silver?

—Yes.

—Hmm... wealthy by God. Hey, get up, you and the soldier go and bring his two sons in and I’ll divide his estate.

—They’ve already divided it, sir.

—Impossible, according to what religion did they do the division. Come on, get up, bring them in now.

[A short time later]

—[Sons of the Jew]: Yes sir, what can we do for you?

—Nothing, except that we asked you to come so we can divide for you the estate of your father.

—We have divided it, sir, may God protect you.

—How’s that? According to what community and what religion. Don’t you know that the government that governs you is an Islamic government?

—Yes, sir, we divided according to the Islamic shari’a, riyal by riyal, rug by rug, water pipe by water pipe, and acre by acre.

—That’s not the way it is. The shari’a of Muhammad requires appearance, and that appearance is before the courts where I will divide for you justly.

—You are welcome to do so, sir.

[The second day they appear in court and with them they brought their money.]

—Divide the money into three parts.

—But we are only two, sir, why should it be divided into three?

—The third is the fee of the Judge, Jew, understand or not?

—That’s not permitted to you by God, sir.

—it’s required according to an imamic order.

—Have fear of God, sir, that’s oppressive.

—[the second son]: Shut up my brother, we should consider that the deceased left three.

[narrator]: This is how the shari’a was in former times, but up to the present we don’t see a great difference, except for some of the judges. As for the others, they disgrace the reputation of the Republic, but the People are watching them.
CHAPTER 11

Evidence of the Word

O believers, when you contract a debt
one upon another for a stated term,
write it down, and let a scribe
write it down between you justly,
and let not any scribe refuse
to write it down, as God taught him;
so let him write, and let the debtor
dictate, and let him fear God his Lord
and not diminish aught of it. And if
the debtor be a fool, or weak, or unable
to dictate himself, then let his guardian
dictate justly. And call in to witness
two witnesses, men; or if the two
be not men, then one man and two women,
such witnesses as you approve of,
that if one of the two women errs
the other will remind her; and let the witnesses
not refuse, whenever they are summoned.
And be not lath to write it down,
whether it be small or great, with its term;
that is more equitable in God’s sight,
more upright for testimony, and likelier
that you will not be in doubt. Unless it be
merchandise present that you give and take
between you; then it shall be no fault in you
if you do not write it down. And take witnesses
when you are trafficking one with another.
And let not either scribe or witness be
pressed; or if you do, that is ungodliness in you.
And fear God; God teaches you, and God has
knowledge of everything.
And if you are upon a journey, and
you do not find a scribe, then a pledge
in hand. But if one of you trusts another,
let him who is trusted deliver his trust,
and let him fear God his Lord. And do not
conceal the testimony; whoever conceals it,
his heart is sinful; and God has knowledge of the things you do.

To God belongs all that is in the heavens and earth, whether you publish what is in your hearts or hide it, God shall make recompense with you for it. He will forgive whom He will, and chastise whom He will; God is powerful over everything.


One of the most revealing expressions of the relationship between the spoken and the written word concerns the use of documents and the rules of evidence. Supplemented by other, less pointed passages, the Quranic text quoted above is the principal source for approved usage of documents. There are also hadiths indicating that the Prophet himself used written legal texts. Among them is one in which the Prophet is reported to have used a document in connection with a sale in which he was the buyer. The gist of the hadith is that a Companion of the Prophet shows a document (kitab) that the Prophet either wrote himself or had written to embody his purchase of a slave from the Companion. Together with the Quranic verses, this hadith is among those cited by al-Tahawi (Wakin 1972:5 [Arabic text]), a jurist of the ninth and tenth centuries who was deeply concerned with the status of written legal instruments.

The concerns of such scholars as al-Tahawi stemmed from an interesting contradiction. Legal documents had been integral to the conduct of affairs prior to the rise of Islam, but although they continued to be widely and routinely used in the Muslim era, their evidential value was not established in doctrine. The manuals do envision witnessing acts associated with the preparation of written instruments, as in the quoted Quranic text, but they do not take such further steps as requiring documentation for specific types of undertakings or recognizing the value of witnessed documents as evidence in court proceedings.

"Bearing witness (tasuyum al-shahada) is a collective responsibility (fard kifay)," al-Nawawi states, "in marriage, and also in acknowledgments, financial transactions and the writing of documents." While witnessing in general is identified as a key social duty, documents so witnessed were not constitutive: "Legal obligations exist whether or not they are spelled out in the documents" (Wakin 1972:30).

In al-Nawawi’s sections on evidence and court procedure, the ruling assumption is that evidence is oral, mainly taking the form of spoken testimony (plus confession and oath). Deprived of the doctrinal legitimation that would render them admissible in court actions, yet considered crucial to the everyday conduct of affairs, legal documents remained “ambiguous” (Wakin 1972:4).

Ordinary contracts of sale, lease, debt, credit, loan, and so forth, the most mundane of all legal writings, raise issues, by now familiar, surrounding the relationship of the spoken and the written. A structural tension in the sphere of evidence between testimony and text, resulting in a decisive but unstable privileging of the former, is a further very specific instance of the wider valuation of the unique authority of the spoken word. Within the specialized domain of evidence, the unity and certainty, Derrida would say the embodiment of "presence," of the testifying human witness, stood opposed to the dangerously open interpretability, and the human absence and alienation of the written text. The particular transition from speech to writing that occurred in the creation of legal documents carried a trace of the debilitating general stigma associated with the move from the divine to the human.

Al-Tahawi, a Hanafi by school, was one of a number of distinguished jurists who authored works in what became known as the shari’a (lit. “stipulaiones”) literature. Cognizant of the gap that existed between the thrust of the formal-evidence doctrine and the ongoing, widespread use of legal documents in practice, scholars such as al-Tahawi developed formularies, or practical guides for notaries. An even earlier guide is attributed to al-Shafi’i, although the later jurists of his school would be the most reluctant of the four in giving any sort of formal recognition to documents. Containing model document texts for the various types of contracts (cf. Wakin 1972), the shari’a works might be seen as direct subversions of the formal rules of evidence, although the works and their authors were esteemed rather than condemned. Many jurists managed to make contributions on both sides of the issue, writing at times within the constraints of shari’a doctrine, at other times addressing the diametrically opposed requirements of necessity.

This dual approach to the question of legal instruments persisted down to the period of modernist legislation in all of the schools of Islamic law except one, the Maliki school of North Africa. There the institution of the precertified, “reliable witness” was successfully grafted by jurists onto that of the notarial profession, making possible what
Tyan (1959:84) has characterized as the “triumph” of the legal document as formally admitted evidence. Elsewhere, it was not until the late-nineteenth-century promulgation of the Ottoman Majalla (Art. 1736) that legal documents were given cautious recognition.

Under Ottoman rule in Yemen, court registration of legal documents was introduced in the main towns. New to the highlands, it was a practice consonant with the changed attitude of the Majalla. In addition to formally legitimizing the use of documentation, court registration also involved the key innovation of providing state backing for private acts. With imamate rule in 1918, however, there was a return to older documentary practices, but a similar type of registration was reintroduced following the Revolution of 1962.

THE PRESENT WITNESS

In the commentary by al-Ghazzi, the section on evidence rules opens with a brief discussion of words derived from the š-b-d root, used in connection with the activity of witnessing. “Witnesses” (šahh, sing. šahād) are initially defined as “those present” (al-shahud). The fundamental quality of presence actually has two aspects: witnessing involves both presence at the word or deed borne witness to and presence at the moment of the process between the adversaries before the judge. In line with the ideal structure of all such muqadda encounters, the witness must have physically seen or heard, according to the nature of the thing witnessed. Witnessing is an activity grounded in the immediacy and authenticity of the senses. Following this logic, the deaf can testify to seen acts, and the blind to heard ones. A blind person’s testimony is accepted provided an individual “makes a statement acknowledging something into his ear and then accompanies him until he gives it as testimony before the judge.”

On the judge’s side, evidence is commonly characterized (as in Western systems) as “heard.”

Witnesses “carry” testimony, ideally embodying (memorizing) the evidence involved securely within themselves from the moment of its original apprehension to the moment of its communication to the court. The same terminology (from the root h-m-l) is applied to bearing testimony, the Quran, and academic knowledge, including hadiths. Bearing witness, as was noted earlier, is one of the formal collective obligations of social life. This is also expressed in the quoted verses from the Quran (2:282): “and let the witnesses not refuse, whenever they are summoned.” As with learning in the academic context, however, there are two sides to witnessing, the original receipt of information and its later transmission to others. This last, the obligation to give testimony, is analogous to the obligation to give of knowledge acquired; the same verb (k-t-m: to conceal, hide, keep silent, hold one’s tongue) is used to refer to the equivalent faults of withholding testimony and not passing on knowledge. “And do not conceal the testimony; who so conceals it, his heart is sinful” (2:283).

Witnessing is implicitly construed on a recitational model related to the acquisition/transmission format of formal learning. It represents a (usually) short-term, horizontal, and single-node version of the long-term, vertical, and multiple-node transmission of academic knowledge or hadiths. Witnessing pertains to the contemporary bonds of a social community; knowledge and hadiths to the historical links of genealogy. The theory of witnessing also contains an analytic concern for the qualities of the human conveyors that directly parallels the “science of men” on which the theory of hadith evaluation is based. The same specific critical method of jarr wa ta’lil (“disparaging and declaring trustworthy”) is applied to both witnesses and relayers of hadiths. The accuracy of reports about words or deeds, whether of the Prophet or of an ordinary contemporary individual, depends on ascertaining the appropriately trustworthy and upright character (the īdāla) of the human medium. The characteristic problems—fabrications of hadiths and false testimony—represent equivalent adulterations in the transmission of authoritative truth.

The manual treatment of the special case of “testimony on/about testimony” (al-shahada ‘alā al-shahada) is instructive. Unlike Anglo-American “hearsay” evidence (French, “oui-dire”), which is generally deemed untrustworthy and lacking in evidential value, certain types of carefully defined instances of valid evidence transmission between trustworthy primary and secondary witnesses are permitted. One example al-Nawawi gives is when a witness says to another, “I am a witness concerning such and such and I make you a witness (ashshīduku, lit. ‘I en-witness you’).” The mechanism involved here is based on a refined and ideal form of direct, human-to-human verbal transmission. Predicated on the justness of the two individuals, and on the face-to-face quality of their encounter, this is an evidential version of the crucial linkage of inad, the essential uninterrupted “chain” joining and guaranteeing the accuracy of the human transmission of hadiths. A second example of such testimony about another’s testimony having validity concerns evidence heard as it was given under oath before a judge.
Validity in this instance is anchored in the privileged circumstances of the muwajaha encounter itself. Beyond such pure instances, the evidence of secondary witnesses becomes suspect and inadmissible. The vocabulary of “original” and “secondary” (jad lajum) for these categories of witnesses, echoes the textual relation of original (Quran, Sunna) versus supplement or „jadh“ jurisprudence.

Aside from the general requirement of witness probity, rules against testifying by interested parties (enemies, relatives) and warnings to watch out for individuals who seem either gullible or overly anxious to testify, a number of precautions are meant to further guarantee the purity of words spoken in the judicial session. For example, a judge is forbidden to spurn, harass, or confuse an individual making statements. Likewise, the judge should also refrain from verbal assistance, such as providing appropriate wording or suggesting a type of plea. To assure the integrity and fullness of an individual’s words, questioning by the judge should occur only after a statement is complete. Once uttered, a claim or testimony can be retracted only under strict conditions. The legal-ritual purity of evidence transmission is couched in a vernacular (shahada) formula, “I bear witness to God” (ashhadu llaha), which is also the opening of the fundamental “testimony of the faith” (also shahada) by which Muslims bear witness to the uniqueness of God and the status of Muhammad as His Prophet. On the receiving end, and with regard to his active part in the judicial encounter, it is understood that the complete and attentive presence of the judge may be impaired by disruptive physical states (extremes of anger, hunger, satiety, thirst, sexual desire, illness, need to urinate or defecate, sleepiness, and being hot or cold). Ideally, the tribunal is seen as a meeting of a judge and opponents who are ordinary individuals; no specialized speakers, such as the articulate and court-wise “shari‘a representatives” who frequently appear in Ibb, are envisioned. The Shafi‘i evidence doctrine operates according to a marketplace theory of free circulation of witnesses, and thus of words. Just as restraints on trade—monopolies, hoarding, unfair advantage, illegal weights, and so forth—are combatted in economic provisions of the jurisprudence, so the proper functioning of the market for truth depends on eliminating barriers to the free flow of testimony. In contrast to the institution of the prerecognized “reliable witness,” which came to dominate proceedings in many large Middle Eastern towns, and which evolved into the certified notary of the Malikis, is al-Nawawi’s dictum “It is forbidden to rely only on designated witnesses to the exclusion of others.”
If, in many routine respects, the shari'a court of the manuals seems to the familiar, document-handling institution one might expect, in turning to some further details of its documentary practice one reencounters the characteristic precautions associated with writing. An example is judge-to-judge correspondence. Abu Shuja' says, “A writing (kitab) from a judge to another judge concerning rulings is not accepted [is not to be relied upon] except after the testimony of two witnesses [who] bear witness concerning what is in it.” The two individuals, the commentator adds, must bear witness to the document’s contents both at the creation of the document by the writing judge and then again before the judge written to. Al-Ghazzi takes the opportunity here to provide an example of what such a document might look like, making a digression in the mode of the sharat authors. His model document text inserted at this point in the commentary concerns a claim and a resultant judgment in the first judge’s jurisdiction against an absent party (gha'ib), resident in the second judge’s jurisdiction. Two pairs of witnesses are involved.

In the Name of God, the Merciful and Compassionate. Present before us, may God forgive us and you, is so-and-so. He made a claim against so-and-so, who is absent [and] resident in your district, concerning such and such a thing. He brought forward two witnesses, they are so-and-so and so-and-so; their probity was established before me. I had the claimant swear an oath and [then] I ruled in his favor for the amount. I had so-and-so and so-and-so witness the document.

An essential stipulation is connected with these last-mentioned individuals, the “document witnesses.” Al-Ghazzi writes that “their justness must become apparent before the judge written to”; an original acceptance by the writing judge does not suffice. Mobile witnesses, who travel with the text (and whose probity must be so manifest, so little context-dependent, as to be apparent even in districts where they are not known), are the ultimate conveyors of truth. Such traveling witnesses also figure in another type of writing, a judge’s appointment letter from the imam. When the imam writes to the appointee, two witnesses must witness the letter (kitab) and then “go out with him to the district.” An ordinary, unaccompanied letter is specifically ruled out.

Remembering, the presence of the memory to itself, is the greatest authority. Al-Nawawi writes concerning the judge that “if he sees a document (turaqa) containing his judgment or his certificate…he should not implement it…until he remembers.” Neither should witnesses ordinarily depend on the prompting of a document. There are contested opinions, however, that maintain that certain types of documents can be given limited weight as reminders. These include a “protected document” (turaqa masana), one “well guarded,” “chaste,” one with virtue intact because it has been kept in an archive and not allowed to circulate. Certain types of oaths can be made, based on one’s personal writing or that of one’s father; others concerning inheritance rights may be made by an heir on the basis of a writing of the legator, “if one is confident of his script and of his sincerity.” Al-Nawawi concludes this section by holding for the “permissibility of the relating of speech (riwayat al-hadith) on the basis of a writing securely kept (mahfic) in one’s possession.” A text can support riwaya, oral transmission, if one can relate to it as one’s own proper writing or through the bonds of written kinship, and if it is kept well guarded at home and not permitted to be loose in the world.

Texts “loose” in the world are, like jahil individuals, in trouble and troublesome. Socrates observed (in Phaedrus) that unlike its “parent,” which is “living speech,” once a thing is put in writing, the composition, whatever it may be, drifts all over the place, getting into the hands not only of those who understand it, but equally those who have no business with it; it doesn’t know how to address the right people, and not address the wrong. And when it is ill-treated and unfairly abused it always needs its parent to come to its help, being unable to defend or help itself. (Plato 1952: 158)

TEMPTATION OF THE PEN

Under Zaidi imams, guidance on certain selected points of law was exercised through personal but authoritative interpretive opinions (ibtiyyarat, ijihadat). Among the twenty-two opinions published in this century by Imam Yahya Hamid al-Din, one concerns the old problem of legal documents. Originally articulated by the imam as concrete rules, and kept as a reference list at the Appeal Court, the collection of imamic opinions was also rendered (by another scholar or scholars) into the form of a poem, which had to be accepted by the imam as an accurate rendering of his views. When the imam accepted the formulation of the poem he also authorized the preparation of a more extensive prose commentary based on it. The relevant section of this multi-authored text (published as al-Shamali a.h. 1356 [1937]: 31–33) begins with two lines of poetry in which the principle of the imamic
position concerning the status of documents is stated. It is this condensed poetic statement that is elaborated upon in the commentary: “The evidence of just writing, we know, is accepted; it is humanly transmitted, in an unbroken chain.” This acceptance of legal documents as evidence hinges on the key term “just” (‘adl), which directly echoes the wording of the Quranic passages “and let a writer write it down between you justly” and “let his guardian dictate justly.” ‘Adl also refers to a just person, and in the formulation shahid al-‘adl means a “just witness,” one whose testimony is accepted as evidence. By extension, especially in Maliki North Africa but elsewhere as well, an ‘adl was a notary. The second line of the poem employs words (mu‘ānīn, “orally transmitted,” and musalsal, “linked in a chain”) that directly invoke the science of hadith. Through this use of hadith terminology, the evidence contained in written form is characterized as “handed down” or transmitted via a continuous human “chain” in a manner that is asserted to be analogous to an authentic and, therefore, legally binding hadith. There is an attempt to overcome the alienation of writing, the break it causes in the human transmission of truth, by grafting onto it the established theory of the chain of just transmitters.

The commentary itself begins with a historical eulogy of khāṭīb (“script” or “writing”):

Writing is one of the pillars of human undertakings (mu‘ānīn), one of the ways of human communication. It is one of the two tongues; in fact, it is the more sublime. With it traditions are conserved; with it the circumstances, customs and history of earlier generations are known; with it laws and jurists are learned about. It is the most important medium, the greatest mediator between those who are living and those who have passed away. Prophets utilized it in the dissemination of their messages to the blacks and the whites, to those near and far. With it they raised their protests against the kings, including caesars and khorassan; with its proclamations they called the nations, Arab and foreign, until the Truth became clear and God’s order appeared.

Characterized as “one of the two tongues,” it is assimilated to speech and yet differentiated from it. Writing stands “between”; it is a “medium” and a “mediator” linking, as in an unbroken chain, the past and the present, the dead and the living. The commentator goes on to describe the Muslim appropriation of writing, moving from the pre-Islamic period (al-jāhiliyya) to the Islamic era:

As they embraced the religion, the pious generation of Companions and Followers took it on, rendering it a Muslim practice. Using it they delivered their fatwas; into its texts [mā‘ān, pl. of mu‘ān] went their intellectual disciplines; on its wings their arguments took flight; on its evidential meanings were built their legal principles, while at the same time they used it to settle their cases. They regarded writing as their safeguard for what is uttered by the lips, enunciated in the eloquent sessions of legal interpretation, and articulated as assembly addresses on traditions and proofs.

Writing is a “safeguard,” it permits the preservation of life, memory, speech, event; and yet, as becomes apparent later, it harbors within a separation and a threat of falsehood. There was a recognized fear of “loss” without writing.34 As a protection against death, however, writing was itself predicated upon a kind of death. It is both a remedy and a poison. The evidence for the role and general importance of writing, according to the commentator, is strong:

The Sunna on this is abundant, and the hadiths agree and are numerous; they are without condition limiting the breath of support for it, without restriction regarding the influence of its evidence.

The writer (kāthīb) and his writing (khatt, kitāba, rasmi) then are associated and equated with the witness and the oral activities of giving dictation and testimony:

As for the science of the writer and his character, he is among those of cautious procedure and justness. If we know his writing with certainty, then it is just as we take his dictation or as we value his testimony that we take and value what comes to us as his document and his writing. There is no difference between them.

This formulation of an identity between writer and the dictating teacher or testifying witness is ideal and yet duplicitous, especially in view of what the commentator is about to say. The text begins here to deconstruct itself as the commentator presents opposing positions which, together, serve to define the problematic of legal writings.

The views of scholars are divergent concerning the reliance upon the judgment and contract documents [lit. “safe documents” (baṣira‘, sing. baṣira)] of judges and notaries. One group holds that they are absolutely unreliable, for the reason that writing leads to the potentiality of play, and the temptation of pens and geniuses, in the domain of composition and practice. It [writing] is therefore weak with respect to its value, aside from its positive qualities, in establishing legal possession and other matters. Another group holds for the necessity of valuing it [writing], and for the reliance upon it without restriction.
An opposition is now fully opened: writing that earlier served as a vital "safeguard" here also becomes something dangerously open to "play" and "temptation." The two contrary positions constituted for the sake of the argument are now subjected to criticism.

In both of these two points of view there is immoderation and negligence. And the deleterious effect in the realm of justice is great, resulting in the spoilation and squandering of wealth. The two positions may be refuted. As for him who has said it is absolutely wrong to accept documents, the manifest position of the Sunna, and its clarity and concreteness, already mentioned, refute him and defeat him. As for his mentioned reasoning that assumes the potentiality in writing of play and temptation, etc., the reason is allying, and the potential is distant. It is nothing but the creating of doubt, since a potentiality does not dislodge the manifest and its meaning. As for the falseness of the position of him who holds for the valuation of documents without restraint, this is obvious. Because if the door of unlimited acceptance of them were opened, the wealth of the community would be lost and people's possessions would be removed from the permanence and security of their hands. In this position there is immoderation and a disdain for principles, because any claimant can make for himself what he wants in the way of documents, proceeding with craft and skill in reproducing the papers he thinks will advance his circumstances.

In good dialectical fashion, the constitution, and then refutation, of opposed positions opens the argument space for a resolution through the synthesis of the imam's interpretive opinion.

Therefore the Commander of the Faithful, may God protect him, has taken a position more just than the two positions. It amounts to a middle position, as was indicated in the lines of poetry, and that is that it is absolutely necessary in the reliance upon writing to have knowledge of its writer and his character and his justness, and of the fact that the writing to be relied upon is his writing; or to have knowledge that the writing in question is well known among the old writings for which there is no suspicion of falseness or forgery. If we were to give up the utilization of such documents it would entail the loss of rights and properties whose (sole) records these old documents are, their writers unknown and unknowable. This ascertainment is entrusted to the jurisdiction of the judge. He is required to undertake a thorough examination to gain knowledge of the locally prominent writings and documents. With detailed inspection and enlightened thought he must distinguish among the writings, and know the valid ones from the false ones. For the practitioners of forgery are skilled in imitation and cleverness in rendering documents for presentation and copying them in the guise of scripts of individuals who can be trusted. What is required is the examination of the script and (the finding) that it pertains to one of those individuals who can be relied on and trusted. This is what accords with the spirit of the shari'a, and what is called for to maintain order and protect civilization. This opinion finds its greatest legal support in the thrust of the Sunna of Muhammad.

The threat of misrepresentation through documents can hardly be considered alleviated by the formulation of this imamic opinion. Writing is addressed with a mix of respect and mistrust; writings remain both indispensable and dangerous. There is just writing and there is false writing, but it is the latter that has prompted this discourse. False writing redoubles the already problematic status of writing; false writing is to just writing as writing in general is to speech. Forgery wears a guise of truth.

The solution proposed for the use of documents rests heavily on knowing—of men by men. The two mandated forms of guarantee are, first, that found in the science of hadith where "accepting the hadith means knowing the men," and second, the critical capacity of the judge to assess the triple link between writing, writer, and legitimate intent. Such guarantees imply the long-term judicial tenures common under the imams.

As articulated in this commentary, the problematic of legal documents has a feature that distinguishes it from the situation of writing in most other domains and genres. The documentary transition from speech to writing is twofold: it involves both the representation of a verbally constituted human contractual undertaking in the form of the document text, and the representation of the legitimizing act of the human notary-witness in the form of his handwriting. There is a double process of representation, in both "his document and his writing," with the worth of the former subordinate to that of the latter. Script, it is assumed, conveys (as precisely as a fingerprint) the person, whether just or forger; the mark of the pen transmits the qualities of the human witness. While it may be difficult, it is not impossible to distinguish the mark of the just writer from the mark of the forger. This sort of double connection between calligraphy and character is not at issue, for example, in the more anonymous identity of the manuscript copyist. The power and mystery of the legal document resides in the nature of writing as human signature.

In the recent legislation of the Yemen Arab Republic, however, a
template is provided for a new world of document writing, one in which the weight of authority is shifted from the notary to the state. The legislation embodies a local version of the “triumph” of the legal document as acceptable evidence. Accordingly, “writing” (al-kitaba) takes its place (after testimony and oral acknowledgment) as the third of eight modes of “shari’a proof” (Art. 33). This resolution, in legislative theory at least, of the old problem of legal documents is part of the thoroughgoing reconceptualization of the shari’a itself. Two categories of documentary form are identified (Arts. 118–43): “official writings” (muharrarat rasmiiyya) and “customary writings” (muharrarat ‘urfiyya).

Both are new conceptions. The first represents the design of a type of secure instrument required by a contemporary capitalist society, in which the state, through the authorizing signature of an official (such as a court functionary), backs a standardized text. Under the direct colonial influence of the British, this transformation occurred years earlier in nearby Lahj. According to the new legislation, documentary evidence really refers to this type of “official” document. In the case of sale documents, the result is an instrument approximating a Western deed. The second, the “customary” document, is a new incarnation of the old legal document. It issues from “ordinary people” (Art. 120) and can be treated as “official” once the judge has satisfied himself (along the lines suggested earlier by Imam Yahya) as to its authenticity. The “customary” document is actually broken down into three separate subtypes (Art. 124), only the third of which represents the centuries-old standard. Unlike the first two subtypes, which envision parties to the agreement preparing and signing, or at least signing, their own documents, the third subtype alone is the classic form: a document prepared privately by a notary and signed by him (and sometimes other witnesses), but not signed by the parties. In the legislative text (Art. 127) concerned with this venerable old genre of document, there is a clear echo of a former problem and a former solution:

If the customary document is written in the handwriting of an “other” (al-ghayr), and is unsigned by the party, it requires witnesses for its contents to be accepted, except if the writer of the document has a reputation for justness and reliability and good conduct, and if his handwriting is known to the judge because of its [local] renown, or if he acknowledges before the judge that he is the writer of the document and bears witness to the accuracy of its contents, then it is permissible to accept the document’s contents.

THE CONSUMPTION OF TEXTS

It would be difficult to overstate the high regard ordinary Yemenis have for legal documents. People care for and protect their own papers as the most vital of personal effects. Held in private hands, documents are folded or rolled into narrow scrolls, placed in individual protective tubes or tied together in bunches, and then stored in cloth bundles or in wooden chests. In this originally agrarian society, the basic property documents pertain to land and buildings. These include the two main types of instruments of private ownership, namely, sale/purchase contracts and inheritance documents; separate testaments for property held as endowments; leases, which are the basic instruments associated with the exploitation of both private and endowment properties; and related fatwas, judgments, or settlements. Associated with every one of the thousands of individually named terraces that climb the mountainsides and fan out across valley bottoms in the Ibsh hinterland are one or more such legal texts.

In times of turmoil in the town, people sent their documents out to secure locations in the countryside for safekeeping. In its long history Ibsh has been plundered many times, and personal documents were often either lost or destroyed. In an account of a raid that occurred in 1708, for example, the destruction of property documents is specifically mentioned. When such disasters befell the town, members of the community gathered afterward at the judge’s house to remake their documents. Because of their value, documents are also stolen. In contrast to the equivocal treatment of such writings in the manuals and the imam’s opinion, a more straightforward attitude prevailed in everyday contexts. Sound documents are known to have considerable legal weight: they decisively demonstrate ownership rights and are brought forward to that end in transactions and in disputes or court cases.

Some people fear having personal documents taken away from them when they must be examined in a dispute. An extreme example of this fear is the being realized concern a modest cultivator who endeavored to assert an ownership right to a piece of property in conflict with a powerful local shaykh. In a meeting between the two, the cultivator brought out the document in question as proof of his ownership. The shaykh proceeded to extinguish the man’s right in an unusual manner: he ate the document. As a precaution, intermediaries are used. These
are people to whom documents may be revealed in security or who can carry copies of documents to show to an official or adversary. One of the most common disputing ploys is to say that someone “has documents” supporting his contentions. It is understood that if such documents do in fact exist, they may not be brought into play until the last moment. The possibilities for bluffing are similar to those in a card game. Withholding documents is a frequently used and effective disputing stratagem. In court, a claimant will either present documents he holds or bring witnesses to the effect that the defendant has the relevant documents.

If an individual’s personal documents are not in his or her possession, other people may be holding them. Marriage gives rise to crisscrossing inheritance and endowment-share claims that are frequently the subject of dispute. An expression of this on the documentary level is a precautionary practice whereby husbands and wives keep their personal documents separate. In theory, there is no mingling of assets between a husband and wife, although if the relationship is strong, and especially if there are children, household finances are usually handled jointly. Since women are sometimes in danger of losing control of their personal documents—and thereby the property in question—to their husbands, many keep their documents at their father’s house. If a wife’s documents are kept at her husband’s house, they are often stored in her own locked trunk.

Another standard source of disputes in Ibb pits an oldest brother against his siblings. Younger brothers and sisters are supposed to act respectfully toward their oldest brother; when the father dies, it is said that the oldest son takes his place. Fathers often tried to favor this first son with special benefits from their estate. Documents typically figure in the oldest brother’s exercise of family power. At the death of the father, it is the oldest brother who takes control of the estate documentation. At best, he oversees the estate properties and allows the other heirs revenue from their rightful shares. But he will frequently keep his siblings’ inheritance documentation in his own hands. This might not be so serious except for the fact that disputes among siblings over inheritance matters are among the most common sources of conflict in Ibb. In this and other types of cases it is essential to have access to the relevant documentation.

Some of these issues of document control are illustrated as an Ibb man discusses a dispute over a town lot that the local governor had been told was unmowed.

At the time I didn’t have the ownership documents for the property, since they were in the hands of my older brother, who had died. I went to his house and asked his wife if I could look through some papers to find the documents. She gave me a few papers and I found the documents for the lot. I went to the mufî’s [al-Haddad’s] house to present the documents to him. I asked him to go up to see the governor, which he agreed to do. He went but the governor was preoccupied and he was unable to bring the matter up. In the meantime, friends of mine made a bond (kafala) to be offered the governor whereby I would be asked to show what papers I had in my hand. I took my documents to Qasim al-’Ansî [a friend who was also one of the governor’s secretaries]. I told him the governor wanted to see them, but that I was afraid he would take them from me. I wanted al-’Ansî to take copies up to the governor’s office, and he said he would. He told the governor, “This man is correct in his ownership claim, he and his grandfather and the generations before.” (Taped discussion, 1975)

If personal documents are not in an individual’s possession and are not with a father or an older brother, one other person may be expected to have them: the local judge. If a judge holds an instrument for very long, it may never be returned. A number of people told me they had lost the documentation for one property or another when an old judge died. In an active dispute, individuals who have initiated court proceedings frequently must bring their documents to the judge for examination. When asked to return such documents after the settlement, the judge will be expected to require the payment of a small fee. Once considered an unsolicited “gift,” this fee is now viewed as an abuse. To protect originals and to avoid this payment, many people take advantage of technology that has been available in Ibb since the early 1970s and make photocopies to leave with the judge.86

Documents change hands at transaction times. In a land transfer, a sale document (basta) is prepared to spell out the terms of the contract. When the parcel has been the subject of previous sales there will be at least one old document extant. This ought to be given to the new owner at the time of the sale.87 In one instance, I was shown a series of such documents, relating to a string of sales of the same plot going back nearly three hundred years, all in the hands of the current owner. When a sale involves inherited property, however, the relevant existing document is the person’s inheritance instrument (fazl). In such cases a sale contract is written for the current sale and kept by the buyer, and a notation is written adjacent to the entry for that property on the seller’s inheritance document: “The contents of this document (section) are
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mentless land transfers are rare, occurring, if at all, among the co-
residents of small rural villages. One important sector of legal-economic
activity in Ibb is regularly undocumented: commerce. Petty retail sales
occur, of course, without any documents (except receipts in recent
decades), but the same has also been true of wholesale transactions
between the members of Ibb’s tightly knit commercial community.
Trust alone underpinned even high-value deals between established
trading partners. Undertakings such as land sales or estate divisions
lack the repetitive character, not to mention the trust, that makes
documents dispensable among local merchants. One is reminded here
of the exception mentioned in the above-cited Quranic text requiring
written documentation: “unless it be merchandise present (tijara hadira)
that you give and take between you.” Document is on the rise
among merchants, however, especially for use in their increasing deal-
ings at a distance with agents and firms representing international
business interests.

In their constitution, documents can range the legal gamut from
unassailable to weak. The difference often depends on the nature of the
social relationship between the contracting parties. A man who had
recently moved to Ibb from a village might lend considerable sums to
someone from that village with no document or, at most, an extremely
simple IOU. But in loaning even a small amount to a townsman he
would need a full-fledged written instrument. In general, the soundest
documents prepared by the leading document specialists in town tend
to be associated with undertakings where the relationship is relatively
secure. Poorly written documents, often authored by non-specialists,
arere sometimes found in dealings between friends or close associates.
In transactions between some categories of relatives, the documentation
may also be less than complete. Full and strict documentation is more
likely within a nuclear family than between distant cousins. Relatives
are not apt to be casual about their documentation if they are joint heirs
to an estate or common beneficiaries to endowment revenue. Trusting
behavior between brothers, for instance, is as highly valued as it is
rare; in their legal affairs brothers relate to one another with the
formalities and legal trappings of total strangers. In undertakings with
actual strangers or local individuals with bad reputations, the soundest
documents are sought.

Documents can win legal contests, and disputants in Ibb frequently
build their strategies around written evidence. In one lengthy, extended-
family dispute over an endowment, a man was able to fend off repeated

transferred to the buyer X according to the sale document (basirah) in
his hand. Written by Y (date).” The inheritance document, listing
properties still owned, stays with the seller. Other documents that
ought to change hands at transactions are those resulting from disputes.
A man who had purchased both halves of a plot divided as a result of
a dispute had two related judgments, copies of the same court decision
held by each party to the old conflict. Old settlement documents are
often viewed as positively dangerous. One particularly ferocious family
conflict over inheritance terminated with the intervention of Imam
Ahmad. He saw to it that the final terms were set down in a series of
formal documents bearing his autograph and seal and, significantly,
that all the previous documentation generated in failed resolu-
tion efforts was burned.

In complex undertakings, each of the component transactions can
become the subject of a separate document (cf. Wakin 1972: 11). In a
land sale I observed, the preparation of the final sale instrument was
preceded by that of two earlier instruments. Since the buyer did not
have the full purchase price on hand, the first of the two prior docu-
ments was a fictitious receipt of the full amount of the sale, while the
second embodied a loan equivalent to the sum that actually remained
to be paid. This maneuver on paper was necessitated by a desire to keep
the final sale contract document “clean,” that is, unencumbered.37
It is not always the case, however, that the full transaction terms are
recorded in the document. An example is the tanazul, in which an
individual “steps down” as supervisor of an endowment. The associ-
ated document makes no mention of the money paid to the retiring
individual by the new supervisor. Likewise, marriage documentation
only mentions the sum known as mahir, which is not actually paid until
divorce or at the time of the husband’s death. Two other immediate
payments to the bride’s family are far larger but are not noted in the
documents. Dispute settlements usually take the form of transaction
documents. In such situations documents can also serve initially as
settlement tools: as opponents are brought together, a document writer,
acting also as a mediator, will prepare a succession of documents, ever
more closely approximating the finally agreeable terms.

There are instances of transactions without documents. While land
sales are virtually always placed in writing, in the case of an “oral sale”
(bay’ hisman) no document is prepared and the entire burden of support
for the undertaking rests upon witnesses. Their witnessing act is not
reinforced by mention in an instrument or by signatures. Such docu-
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legal attacks by the rest of the family because of his possession of a single clear-cut text that supported his cause. Through fifteen years of litigation, judgments repeatedly returned to this original document as the basis for findings. But outcomes are not always sure. In one case I followed, secure documentation did not carry the day. Despite his presentation of extensive and sound supporting documents, a man widely perceived as a scoundrel was unable to get a firm ruling in his favor.

Beyond the internal legal construction of the text, a document can be strengthened in external ways. More witnesses than the two normally required for a contract may be used. The bottoms of some very important older Ibb documents are filled with the names of numerous socially prominent witnesses, reading like a local who’s who of the era. It is also possible to seek a countersignature from a legal official, the governor, or sometimes even the head of state. Such an authentication (known as a tadjiq or i’timad) is always located in the large space left at the top of the document. A consequential signature and the date are typically preceded by a simple, one-line affirmation of “what is written below.” When such documents are examined, a reader’s attention gravitates to the significant space above the text. (It is also in this space that transfers are noted, giving information about the intervening history of the document.) Until about thirty years ago, personal seals, containing the document writer’s name and the date of the seal, were also de rigueur. Official seals remain extremely important. In court, a document with an official seal—Ottoman, imamic, or republican—represents an exceptionally strong piece of evidence.

To qayyad a document means to have a copy of it entered into a court register, either between records of judicial decisions or in a separate register. This can be done to increase the security of the instrument. An entry number (giving page number and volume) is placed in one corner of the original. In the Ottoman period, registration was required, and inheritance and land sale documents from that period (1872–1918) bear Ottoman revenue stamps as evidence of the collection of a recording fee (namiya). Registration, in the form of the authoritative “official writings” legislation referred to earlier, has been re instituted under the Republic, but it is a phenomenon far removed from the world of the manuals. As Emile Tayan observed, “an essential characteristic of the Muslim notarial system is that it involves neither an authentication furnished by the intervention of public authority, nor the publication of juridic acts.”28 An Ibb scholar concurred: “Why should we register documents? We have a system based on custom and knowledge that has lasted for one thousand four hundred years.” In his view, nothing of a legal nature was added to a document by registration, and, he maintained, no one would ever require that a document be registered to accept it as valid. Goody (1986:154–59) has discussed the advent of registration of title comparatively, especially in connection with the spread of writing and with such associated developments as new patterns of land alienation. In Yemen, where writing itself is not new, document registration is one aspect of a comprehensive extension of state authority into formerly private domains.

Prior to the advent of state intervention in documentary practices, a writer was the first line of defense for the documentation. When documents figure in legal proceedings, it is the writer’s identity that must hold up in court. Documents seem to stand alone as pieces of evidence, but this is only due to a judge’s intimate acquaintance with the local men who have produced them. In many cases handwriting alone is sufficient for an Ibb judge to know who wrote an instrument; a new judge, however, will rely on his secretaries, who are local men, and in some cases writers are summoned. Old attestations added to documents typically said that the writer is “known to me in person, script (khuth), and signature/seal (kwama).”

Among men who handle documents frequently, whether they are members of the judiciary, bureaucrats, document writers, or wealthy private individuals, there is an extremely acute sensitivity to imperfections, internal or external, in a text. It is impossible to say how much documentary forgery occurs in Ibb, but it is certainly well known. Once I was given what was described to me as a three-hundred-year-old document. Reading it with me later, a scholarly friend suddenly held it up to the light. This revealed two things to him. First, the paper was yellowed on one side only, suggesting that it may have been aged in a smoker. More significant, however, was the watermark, indicating a brand of heavy document paper (qayyad) that had not come to Yemen from Istanbul until the early 1920s. Other features of what turned out to be an incompetent forgery were added: there was no government seal (not strictly required), there was no writer’s signature, the ink was “new” on the paper, and the script style was relatively modern. Another mode of falsification is the reuse of seals: in an especially crude example I saw, an old seal had been cut out and pasted on a fake old document. Antedating and postdating are more subtle and widespread abuses. In general, if a judge finds a document to be blotted
(matnus) or altered (mughayar), or otherwise determines that it is forged (maqauwar), then he will not rely on it.

Kathir, meaning writer, refers to several categories of professionals in Ibb, one being the legal-document specialists.48 Document writers might be confused with the petition (shakara) or letter writers, also known as kathirs. As in many countries of the Middle East, these men set up their boxtop desks outside government buildings. They are not qualified, nor would anyone approach them, to write or interpret a formal legal instrument. In their work, these boxtop writers are highly visible, while legal-document writers tend to work in private sitting rooms out of the public eye. Maktari (1971:96) states that in the former Sultanate of Lahij, with the British in nearby Aden, document writing was performed by wakils, legal representatives. In Ibb there are two distinct occupational identities. Since they assess supporting documentation, formulate court claims, and study opposing evidence and claims, wakils should ideally be as well educated as the document specialists. But Ibb wakils tend to be better known as specialists in the public spoken word; they know how to “weigh their words.” Until the recent legislation establishing the new profession,49 the skills associated with a lawyer in the West were subdivided into spoken and written specializations. In Ibb, wakils have ranked distinctly lower in public esteem. They are thought to prey on naïve disputants, seeking them out in helpless moments before entering court. The Prophet’s dictum “The representatives [are] in Hell” (al-seukalat fi al-nar) is cited in Ibb, and in the early postrevolutionary years they were specifically condemned and banned from the courts.48

Document specialists, by contrast, are considered scholars (‘ulamas’) who are sought out by their clients rather than the other way around. As was true in the Middle East generally, document writing in Yemen has been considered a high-status, honorable profession.45 The reputation of such men had to be solid, that is, the community had to produce men of unquestioned stature, for the authority of the crucial documents they wrote depended squarely on their knowledge, honor, and personal probity. Honor was established and maintained before the community (qaddam al-nas), in the course of everyday interaction. As is true for members of the judiciary, appropriate decorum was essential. Notaries cannot engage in frivolity, must be of stern comportment, and ought to wear appropriate attire. Unlike the judiciary, but like wakils (until the new legislation establishing the profession of lawyer), document specialists were not appointed or regulated by the state. Their performance of document-writing services depended exclusively on their public acceptance. Public opinion was sensitive in these matters: if any doubt arose concerning a writer’s integrity, his writing activity fell off abruptly.

Ahmad al-Basir,44 a scholar in the classic mold, from his iman turban and hennaed beard to his knowledge of jurisprudence and his love of poetry, was the last of the older generation of Ibb document writers. At the height of his career as a writer, the sitting room of his house was filled every day with people seeking his professional assistance. Unlike all the contemporary document specialists, this was for many years his exclusive occupation. His importance as a writer is attested to by the frequency with which his handwriting and signature are encountered on Ibb documents of the last forty years.

There are numerous occasional writers of documents in contemporary (1980) Ibb, but ten men are identified as professionals. In this group are two faqiks, two part-time merchants, and a court scribe—all of whom handle a small volume of documents. Four other men account for the heaviest and the majority of documents produced in town. One is the mufti, for whom private-document writing is one of his unofficial activities. Two hold positions under the full-judge level in the local judiciary. Neither spends more than an hour or two per day in his official capacity. Like many men in the town today, they retain a government position basically for the sake of the monthly salary. They are primarily document specialists, and it is this work that occupies most of their time and provides the bulk of their income. The last of the four principal writers, however, seems to indicate a new direction for the profession. He lacks the scholarly depth of the others, yet he is technically proficient. Out of a shop in the marketplace he operates what is virtually a real estate business, dealing with all manner of transactions and disputes relating to land. With the advance of commercialization in Ibb, the volume and value of land sales have increased dramatically, and this specialist has been in the midst of the action. Another new direction, suggested in the legislation, is that literate private individuals may increasingly prepare their own documents and have them registered at court. This is attractive because document specialists become privy to their client’s legal acts. That such information is sensitive is illustrated by the appeal of a poster boosting education: “Become educated and protect your secrets.”

Transactions, especially those involving real estate, generate income for witnesses, intermediaries, and document writers. The writers receive
a fee (ṣiṭārat al-tahrir) paid by the buyer in the case of a sale contract.\textsuperscript{46} The fee is nominal for instruments such as marriage contracts or leases, some of which are written for free by nonprofessionals, but land sales, inheritance matters (the province of the judge or his delegate), and dispute settlements may bring the writer, for no more than an hour’s work, more than a government functionary earns in a month. A writer’s status underlies the pattern of payment. Ṭyan’s discussion of payments to historical Middle Eastern notaries applies to the Ibn case as well. It was customary not to stipulate the fee in advance, but rather to allow the responsible party to set the level of the payment. “Because of the dignity of the profession, notaries avoid, ‘out of modesty,’ speaking of money at the time of the performance of one of their official acts, which could give rise to bargaining of the sort that occurs in low-status professions and crafts.”\textsuperscript{47} A reluctance to appear motivated by a base concern for money fits with the aura of noble bearing actively projected by the old educated elite. While such a sentiment may be quite genuine among some document specialists (and others), the younger generation now ridicules what they perceive as the greed of most such men, whose covetousness the young see as only barely veiled by a dignified manner. A writer will accept whatever a client pays and would seek more, if necessary, only after the fact and through an intermediary. Fees are generally customary, varying with the overall value of the transaction and according to whether the writer performed any services beyond the preparation of the document.

THE ABSENT WRITER

The meaning process of writing and creating texts such as legal documents rests on parallel movements. The first is from the shari’a to text, from the manual to the document; the second is from the world (as event) to text, from a specific human undertaking, such as a sale, to the document. The first progression, from the shari’a as divinely constituted, to the shari’a as humanly interpreted in the jurisprudence, and then to the shari’a as implemented by notaries in their documents, is a divine-to-human trajectory, the progress of a scriptural word into a fallible human world. The second progression is a parallel, world-to-text movement, which may be similarly broken down into one that proceeds from the “intention” (ṣiṣṣa)\textsuperscript{48} of the parties, through their spoken agreement, to the document in which the agreement is embodied. This trajectory is from a pure idea in the mind, to speech as the sign of the mental idea, and then to writing as the “sign of a sign” (Derrida 1974:29). Although the two movements appear distinguished by their separate starting points in the shari’a and the world, their trajectories from divine to human and from intention to textual representation are analogous. The perfection of the divine and the clarity of the idea together come to rest in the imperfect form of the document.

Behind a given document text is the law, in front of it is the world; a document represents a bringing together of socially constituted and enduring legal principles with individually constituted and ad hoc negotiated terms (respectively, Durkheim’s “contract-law” and his “contract” [1933:211–25]). Through his document text, the writer mediates both the reproduction of the law and the incorporation of the world. The document emerges as he considers both the dictates of the law and the facts of an undertaking; he must be both a specialist in this area of shari’a drafting and intimately conversant with the affairs of his society. The notary is a figure in between, and each contract is an interpretation.

In Ibn there were no models for notaries to follow, except for other documents of the same genre. No formularies were in circulation, either of the old shurut type or of the more contemporary practical guides (the tawshīq or rasīla’īyya literature) used in North Africa. The chapters on sales in the manuals contain no example documents and there was no formal instruction in the preparation of written instruments. The reproduction of the local version of the documented contract of sale is thus based on knowledge gained through practical experience in handling local transactions. It is a text model that exists only in its human transmitters, the notaries, and in the concrete examples of their writing—that is, particular, historically contingent documents.

Take as an illustration the sale/purchase instrument, the bai‘ra, the basic ownership document for the fundamental type of privately held (milk) property predominant in Ibn.\textsuperscript{49} It was specifically these documents that the imam’s commentator had in mind as the troublesome records of Yemeni “rights and properties,” the documents essential to “maintain order and protect civilization.”

These documents all begin with the phrase “In the Name of God, the Merciful and the Compassionate,” written above the body of the text. In this opening of the sale document there is an invocation of God and, at the same time, an invocation of the whole of the Muslim textual tradition. This same phrase initiates the paradigmatic Muslim text, the Quran, as the first words at the beginning of the first sura, itself known
as “the opening.” The genealogical connection to the authoritative original text is explicit. The basmala, as the phrase is known, opens up a textual space for “writing” in the broader Derridian sense, in which literal writing is only one specialized form. It is employed not only to commence Muslim writings as diverse as books, personal letters, and amulets, but also for lintel inscriptions at building entrances and to orally bless and begin actions, such as crossing the threshold upon entering a house, taking the first bite of food at a meal, putting the plow into the earth, or engaging in sexual intercourse.

After this invocation, the text proper begins with a verb, following the standard word order in Arabic sentences. This first word, “bought,” one of the distinctive lexemes of alienation, immediately makes apparent the identity of the document as a contract of sale (ḥay’). As a third-person, past-tense verb, “bought” also embodies the transformative textual mediation of the notary. Having heard the uttering of the binding contractual statements, made in the first person by the seller and the buyer, he then records the already existing undertaking in the form of the document text, using the third-person voice of a third-party observer. The documentation of the contract thus involves a complex shift of person and medium: from first-person-oral to third-person-written.

Like Geertz’s “ethnographer,” the notary “inscribes” social discourse; he writes it down. In so doing, he turns it from a passing event, which exists only in its own moment of occurrence, into an account, which exists in its inscriptions and can be reconsulted.” (1973:19). However different ethnographic and notarial writing may be as practices of writing, they share a transformative, and problematic, relationship to the “said” of the world. In his act of inscription of a contract between two parties, the notary acts as an outsider, a nondirectly participant “other”—the “al-ghayr” of the customary document in Yemeni legislation. His voice, which is not that of a person in direct address, takes instead the third-person pronominal form known in Arabic as “the absent” (al-ghu’ib). The writing intervention of an “other” thus results in a text characterized by an “absence.” The only shifts within the document text to the first person occur if the notary refers parenthetically to his relationship to another text, an inheritance document, for example, which might be examined to ascertain property boundaries. While the notary is an outsider with respect to the private transaction, he is an insider with respect to the law and its texts.

The manuals envision the two parties actually meeting each other (a muwajjih) and uttering reciprocally binding statements, and this conforms with Yemeni practice. Examples are provided by al-Nawawi of appropriate first-person, past-tense utterances, such as “I sold to you” and “I bought.” Basira documents are records of what occurred at an encounter; specifically, they embody undertakings that were constituted as past-oriented, executed contracts (as opposed to future-oriented, executory contracts) from the moment of the binding statements. A verbal agreement alone, employing such statements and made before the required two witnesses, constitutes a sale contract. As is assumed by the statement examples, no writing is foreseen in the perspective of the manuals. In a notary’s text, the fact that the necessary binding statements were made is signaled by the formula that the sale was concluded “with the offer and acceptance.”

The moment of the sale transfer is reenacted in document texts. A parcel of land, originally the milk property of the seller, figures in the text as the “sale object.” A series of formal steps, including the requisite words of offer and acceptance, an affirmation of the completeness of the sale, and then the physical receipt of the price money by the seller from the buyer, lead up to the moment of transfer. First the seller is said to let go, he “surrenders” his property, “guaranteeing” (consecrating) it as it leaves his possession. Then, conveyed in textual representation by the pivotal, third-person past-tense verb sar (“became”), the property, once again, this time in the absent form of the document, is alienated: it becomes the milk property of another individual, the buyer. The relevant section of an Ibī basira reads:

The seller received the entire purchase price from the hand of the buyer at the session, completely and perfectly. The seller surrendered his sale object, vacating legally and guaranteeing any legal fault concerning all the rights of the sale object, and its trees and stones. And at that moment the aforementioned sale object became the individual property of and right of the aforementioned buyer, among the group of his properties to be disposed of as he desires.”

Unaltered in actuality by these solemn proceedings, the land in question is “transferred”—through semiotic maneuvers that embody an exchange relationship between humans.

A final section of the document begins with the words “This was written with the witnessing of.” There are actually three levels of witnessing that occur in the “witnessing clauses.” The names of the standard two witnesses required in the sharī’ā for a valid contract are stated. These are the eye and ear witnesses to the oral contract, in-
individuals who could ideally come forward to testify in the event of a contested outcome. God is mentioned as "sufficient witness," suffusing the human undertaking with ultimate authority. And, finally, there is the notary himself. Although not explicitly referred to as a witness, the notary is the witnessing linchpin of the textual representation of the contract.

The chain of witnesses, as the imam and his commentator asserted, constitutes the legitimizing support for the written document. Witnessing supplements writing by situating it in an ideal chain of spoken utterances, in a fictional genealogy of human witnessing links. But as the imam knew, witnesses could both lie and die. The buttressing of writing through the supposedly sound institution of witnessing actually served to cover up the fact that the burden of potential falsification associated with writing attached to speech as well. _Lapis calami_ conceals _lapis linguae._

A textual change is in progress, however, as this old style of document is being transformed into something we would recognize as a title deed. Associated with the birth of a new notion of the state, this transformation has involved public regulation of the formerly private activities of notaries and the advent in Yemen of lawyers and legal drafting of the Western type. All this involves the displacement of the notary from a central role in constituting the authority of a document. Notaries will still write, but they will increasingly be the state that legitimates. In older sale documents, the names of the parties to the contract and the two witnesses were essential to record, but their signatures never appeared, simply because they were considered to have no legal effect (cf. Wakin 1972:51n, 68n). The buyer and the seller did not sign, because it was the notary who translated the undertaking into a permanent text—a text that was his product. The signature of the notary established the link in the chain of truth. Recently, however, sale documents have appeared bearing, in addition to the signature of the notary, those of not only the witnesses but also buyers and sellers. Together with the requirement of official registration, these newly appearing signatures confirm the onset of a decisive epistemological transformation in the nature of the documentary text.

"It is worthy of mention," a Syrian Arab traveler of the late 1920s observed, "that the method of writing in Yemen differs from the method of writing among us." "I saw some documents," he explains, "and they begin the writing on all of them with: 'In the Name of God the Merciful and Compassionate,' then they write a few lines beneath the _hastala._" Compared with "traditional" Arabic writing practices elsewhere in the Middle East, the description was thus far unremarkable. But the conclusion to the sentence brought his readers a genuine surprise: "then they rotate the writing around these lines in the shape of a spiral."  

A visual image, a spatial metaphor. The physical features of such "spiral texts" provide insights into the general nature of calligraphic practices and the course of discursive changes. Structures and developments similar to those exemplified by spiral texts are identifiable in related domains of textual practice, including two further examples to be discussed, administrative bookkeeping and the use of official seals. This poetics of written space can then be extended to general domains of spatial organization: towns, architecture, and the space of the state. Finally, earlier observations about changes in the _shari'a_ and in instruction are recalled as a bridge is constructed between alterations in physical space and discontinuities in what Foucault (1970) has called the "space of knowledge."

While the Syrian traveler (an exemplar of the print world, a graduate, with a literature major, from the American University in Beirut, and a writer of newspaper travel pieces on Yemen) did not report what sort of documents he had come in contact with, these could have been
as diverse as memoranda, official correspondence, legal opinions, testaments, or sale instruments. All such handwritten texts were apt to exhibit the characteristic spiral form he describes. Given a blank page, a Yemeni writer of the period commenced far down on the page and indented radically toward the center. Since Arabic is written right to left, this meant roughly within the lower left quadrant. When the bottom was reached before the writing was finished, the spiral effect came into play. In short texts, completed at or before the bottom edge, there was no spiral, but a very wide margin remained to the right and across the top of the page. When the text continued, however, writer
and writing turned the corner and proceeded, nearly upside-down in relation to the initial lines, back up the right side of the page. Continuing on, the writing might pivot again, adjusting direction so as to arc diagonally through the upper right quadrant to a finish in the upper left. The concluding lines were likely to end up directly above and perpendicular to the “In the Name of God the Merciful and Compassionate,” the basmala, with which the text began. In their nautilus-like spiral proportions, formal correspondence, including official imamic letters, provided the most dramatic examples (see fig. 10, diagrammed in fig. 11). But there were many versions of this type of spatial movement in Yemeni writing. A local mufti’s fatwa-answers, for example, spiraled within the space left above the written query. Staid legal instruments might end in long tails of text that ran in reverse up right margins to culminate in twists at the top (see fig. 12). Lengthy legal judgments ran continuously on long scrolls of carefully joined paper and might finally turn over the bottom edge to conclude in a few upside-down lines on the back.

To look at this phenomenon in historical terms, recall once again the humble land-sale document known as the basira, discussed in the preceding chapter. Many older documents of this type, dating from periods of imamic rule in this or the last century, bear traces of the spiral effect (fig. 12). By contrast, recent and still handwritten basiras are quite obviously organized according to a different spatial principle. In sale instruments from the 1970s, the text begins near the top and appears centered on the page, located between equal and straight-ruled margins drawn in by hand. In a document from 1991, the text is entered on a contract form, which has printed margins and lines for text (see fig. 13). No rotation occurs in the orientation of the new writing; the text proceeds downward in regular horizontal lines, moving margin to margin until completion. In these contemporary documents the writing is constrained in a manner familiar to Western legal instruments; the spiral is harnessed and the lines are straightened and centered. These sorts of changes are also evident with typing, as in the shift from spiraling imamic letters to the standard margin and paragraph form of republican correspondence.

The physical alteration from spiral to straight-ruled text is clear enough at a glance, but what is its significance? In the case of the basira it has to do with changes in the basic epistemological structure of the document, with the principles underpinning the document’s construction and its authority. These have to do, in turn, with a backdrop of changing relations of production and advancing commercialization. Spatial shifts in such documents are closely linked to the evidence cited in the preceding chapter concerning such interrelated changes in documents as the advent of official court registration, the appearance of
than a simple matter of design, of curved versus not curved. Ruled or printed margins on the new documents, which are prepared or exist in advance of the actual writing, are an important clue to differences in textual construction. In contemporary documents, writing fills a pre-defined space between parallel lines, while in spiral texts there is no such prior demarcation of the textual space (beyond page-size constraints). The physical space occupied by the text in such older, spiraling documents is instead produced in the course of the writing itself. Another way of putting it is that behind straight and spiral shapes, and filled versus produced space, lie quite different relations of form and content. In the new, straight documents, form is separate from, prior to, and more determinate of the shape of the textual contents. In the old spiral texts, by contrast, form and content are not clearly separable, and it appears that, if anything, it is textual contents that determine form. That is, in spiral texts, the ultimate shape depends on the physical extent of what has to be said.

Cassirer (1955, 2: 84) contrasts two modes of spatial organization along similar lines. In differentiating “geometric space” from “mythical space,” he points to differing form and content relationships. While the construction of geometric space is predicated upon the separation of form and content, the opposite is the case with mythical space, in which form “is not something that can be detached from content or contrasted with it as an element of independent significance; it is only insofar as it is filled with a definite, individual sensuous or intuitive content.” Cassirer’s opposed epistemologies may be related to the contrasting methods of the “scientist” and “bricoleur” in the work of Lévi-Strauss (1966: 22). These differ according to the “inverse functions they assign to events and structures as ends and means, the scientist creating events...by means of structures and the bricoleur creating structures by means of events.”

**SCRIBAL REGISTERS**

The small techniques of notation, of registration, of constituting files, of arranging facts in columns and tables that are so familiar to us now, were of decisive importance in the epistemological “thesis” of the sciences of the individual.

**M. Foucault, Discipline and Punish**

Consider now the example of the property and accounting registers kept by the old agrarian state bureaucracies. This apparently dry material—the “ignoble archives” of bookkeeping, files, lists—is given
pride of analytic place in the work of Weber, Goody, and Foucault. In some details of textual procedures, the local record-keeping tradition exhibits a history of recent transition parallel to the shift from spiral to straight texts. By the turn of the century the Ottomans had introduced new “international” (داعلی) bookkeeping methods in all the Ibn offices except the endowments (عائض) administration. There an older format continued until reorganization efforts of the late 1940s and 1950s.

A typical page in an old-style endowment register, made (as a copy) in 1928 (see fig. 14), reveals a form determined by content relation similar to that found in spiral texts. Although the pages as a whole are ruled, individual entries are hemmed in, after the fact, by curved and scalloped lines. Instead of the physical regularity that results from filling in the standardized, printed entry forms currently in use, here each page, even each entry is particular in appearance. Scalloped form follows content: it is the physical extent of the writing, generated by the substantive detail on tenants and tenancy, area measurements, property names and boundaries, that determines the final shape of entries and, cumulatively, the overall appearance of register pages. In their layered arrangement, the property entries in such registers resemble nothing so much as the physical appearance of the curved and stepped terraces they refer to.

Subdivisions in the body of the register are marked by headings done in large decorative script in red and black ink. Together with literary embellishments such as the rhymed prose (سج) found in introductory sections, this sort of calligraphy is absent in the more austere and “business-like” contemporary land registers. Similarly, the rounder hand of the old khatīb contrasts with the sparse, specialized, and more standardized administrative (ديوان) script introduced by the Ottomans and the angular Egyptian-influenced hand that has now become the norm. Although individual items in the old foundation register are separated by scalloping, they are linked grammatically. The register reads continuously, using conjunctions and connecting phrases, from the fancy headings, into and through a series of entries to the next heading, and so on, from the opening basma to the last word. In addition to the scalloping, a register’s integrity was physically ensured by such protective marking devices as small nucleated circles or pairs of dashes, inserted to plug gaps. In the bottom corner the total number of entries on the page is stated in script and in numerals, and the first word of the next page is given.

Figure 14. Register (مَالِی) of endowment land pertaining to the Great Mosque of Ibn.
The writer certified that upon completion the register was free of smudges or other signs of alteration and that his copy was an exact, word-for-word replica of the original. Attestations are included in the original register text, and others are added to the copy. These also bear witness to an exact agreement of copy and original (mentioning the *maqabala* comparison procedure). Specify the total number of entries, and quote the first and last entries. An important attestation of this volume is by Imam Yahya and includes his seal over a brief, physically slanted statement written by a secretary. It reads (referring initially to the previous attestation):

> In the Name of God, the Merciful and Compassionate. What the Judge of the Endowments, the distinguished scholar Qasim bin Ibrahim bin Ahmad bin al-Imam may God protect him, has stated is attested to. The copy has taken on the authority of the original and is to be used accordingly. This register is to be kept free of alteration and erasure as it is on this date, the 9th of the month of Ramadan the honored, the year thirteen hundred and forty-six Hegira [1928].

The phrase “has taken on” is my rendering of the pivotal verb *sur* encountered in connection with the sale instrument of the preceding chapter. Translated there as “became,” it was central to the discursive enactment of a transfer of property. Here the register copy becomes equivalent to the thing itself, a fragile and authoritative original in its own right. Aside from the necessary avoidance of alteration, the register’s integrity hinged on the physical and hermetic contiguity of its text and on the indication of a scribal presence, conveyed by a distinctive script. As a “copy” it is virtually the same thing as the original, not because it “looks like” the original in the photo-identity sense accomplished by mechanical reproduction (cf. Benjamin 1968), but because it has passed through an authoritative process of human reproduction and collation. Although they apparently accomplish the same task, manuscript copies and print copies work with differing technologies and epistemologies.

Like the sale instruments of the period, old registers bore the personal mark of a particular *kadi* and displayed the artistry of his scribal craft. The text was suffused with the human presence, the *haibi*, the prestige, dignity, and awe-inspiring quality of specific men who concretely embodied the state. This was reinforced and perpetuated by kinship relations of descent and marriage among functionaries and officials (see Messick 1978). While the *haibi* of such a register was highly personalized, the authority of new bureaucratic texts is relatively de-

cersonalized. Like that of the nation-state to which it pertains, a new register’s authority rests on its diffused formal abstractness, implemented through the standardized printed forms now available for all official acts. Like the displaced notary in relation to the new registered documents, the contemporary functionary lends little of his person to the forms he fills.

Forms, that is, documentary blanks to be filled in, appeared in šbb with the Ottomans. At the local telegraph office, for example, one of the earliest of these forms had a crescent seal at the top, headings in Ottoman Turkish and French, boxes for office use, and lines to contain the message. Such blank forms proliferated in the Ottoman bureaucracies as they would later under the republicans. The commercial receipt, another type of printed form to be filled in, was introduced via Aden. Prior to the “order form” itself, the written purchase-requests šbb merchants sent to Aden were connected narrations by a scribe (concluding with *gala*, “said,” and then the writer’s name). Their internal arrangements were similar to the scalloped entries of the old foundation register. Existing apart from and prior to any particular written content, forms are the mechanical templates of the new age of writing.

As with the Ottomans earlier in the century, the principal goal of the Egyptian advisors attached to šbb offices in the late 1970s was to facilitate a bureaucratic movement in a new direction, to assist functionaries in separating what had formerly been lumped together, to itemize what had been recorded whole. While old accounting registers were predominantly horizontal (written) in orientation, the new exhibited a more vertical (numerical) alignment. Thus while the pages of a tax collector’s manual from early in the century contained entries strung across the page like laundry on a line, a comparable manual from circa 1955 had two prominent axes, one of grain types, the other of terrace names, creating a grid for entering the relevant figures. Vertical orientations facilitate whole-page summations and are associated with a new emphasis on the efficient extraction and display of numerical data, which used to be embedded in written text.

**Seals of State**

As a second example of a related phenomenon also recently transformed consider contrasts in official seals. A consistent presence on this century’s texts of state, Ottoman, imamic, and republican, state seals have differed markedly in their significative technologies. Imams of the
early nineteenth century did not use seals and simply signed their correspondence;\(^\text{18}\) the later use of seals by the Hamid al-Din imams coincided with the Ottoman presence. As an element of “tradition,” this seal usage was not inherited from time immemorial but was of relatively recent adoption.\(^\text{14}\) Imams Yahya and Ahmad utilized round seals about the size of a silver dollar, applied in red ink in the space at the beginning of official texts.\(^\text{15}\) In a letter, the *khātim al-sharīf*, the royal seal, was placed just under the *baṣmala*, and above the beginning of the text proper, like the eye of the spiral (see fig. 10). When used elsewhere, such as on judgments and attestations, a seal was typically accompanied by a few words of affirmation, written at a slant and sometimes in the imam’s own hand.\(^\text{16}\) Following the completion of the writing and the fixing of the seal, a red powder (called *hamura*) was applied by the imam himself. This red dusting left a long-lasting trace indicating the document’s lofty source. Anthropologist Carleton Coon, on a visit to Yemen in 1933, witnessed the process one afternoon in Imam Yahya’s sitting room. The imam was working with al-Qadi ’Abd Allah al-Amri.

He and the Imam had little heaps of papers in front of and between them, and after we were seated went back for a while to their discussion of these documents. Some of them the Imam signed, and dipped his fingers in a pot of red pigment to smear diagonally across them. This is the Imam’s official sign, and is as important as his seal or his signature. Every document we received from him was crossed by four of these rosaceous smirches.\(^\text{17}\)

It is of relevance for what follows regarding detailed changes in seal usage that, contrary to what Coon reports, there were in fact no signatures by the imam.\(^\text{19}\)

Twentieth-century imamic seals are composed internally of off-center circles or ovals, with the largest of the crescent-shaped spaces thus created bearing the title “Commander of the Faithful” together with the imam’s personal title, chosen and assumed upon accession. The next crescent within contained the imam’s name and family name (e.g., Yahya Hamid al-Din); in Ahmad’s seal this is preceded by “the Imam” and followed by “God make him victorious” (see fig. 15). This last phrase appears in the smallest circle in Imam Yahya’s seal, whereas in that of Imam Ahmad there is the *baṣmala*. Like the silver currency minted in San’a’ after 1926,\(^\text{19}\) which they closely resemble in design, imamic seals were composed entirely of writing. As with the flourishes of the old registers, this was calligraphic, beautiful writing, elegantly interwoven and sensuously curved to fit the crescent spaces. It also carried authority as the mark of the ruling imam.

Figure 15. Seal of Imam Ahmad on Appeal Court ruling, 1958 [A.H. 1378].
Official seals continued in use after the Revolution of 1962, but both the seals themselves and their methods of employment were different. Aside from the shift from imamic red to republican blue, the most apparent of the semiotic changes is from script to emblem. The new seal of state bears the image of an eagle (sahr), head in profile and wings spread, together with the national flag and the legend “Yemen Arab Republic.” According to one republican writer, this emblem “represents the power of the people.”

While the imamic seal bore the personal name of the imam, the living embodiment of the patrimonial state, the republican seal bears a symbol and the name of the nation-state. In use on official texts, the imamic seal, as was noted, was applied without a signature, or rather, it was itself the mark of the patrimonial imamic ruler. Aside from their appearance at the top of official stationery (see fig. 16), republican seals implement a separation of office and officiholder (and an interchangeability of incumbents) and are always accompanied by signatures: the official signs first, then the seal is placed over the signature (see fig. 17). In imamic states, the name of the state and, potentially, even the location of its capital, the imamic “seat,” could change with each new ruler (e.g., the move from San‘a’ to Ta‘izz in this century). In the nation-state conception, by contrast, the name of the state and the location of its capital are not normally subject to such alteration.

The recent appearance in the highlands of the notion of an emblem that is meant to “stand for” the state is traceable to the Ottoman period. In the year 1901, for example, according to the historian al-Wasi‘i (1928:180), the Ottoman governor of Yemen had a tall column